Human Endogenous Retrovirus type K (HERV-K) is the only HERV known to be 23 insertionally polymorphic. It is possible that HERV-Ks contribute to human disease because 24 people differ in both number and genomic location of these retroviruses. Indeed viral 25 transcripts, proteins, and antibody against HERV-K are detected in cancers, auto-immune, and 26 neurodegenerative diseases. However, attempts to link a polymorphic HERV-K with any disease 27 have been frustrated in part because population frequency of HERV-K provirus at each site is 28 lacking and it is challenging to identify closely related elements such as HERV-K from short read 29 sequence data. We present an integrated and computationally robust approach that uses 30 whole genome short read data to determine the occupation status at all sites reported to 31 contain a HERV-K provirus. Our method estimates the proportion of fixed length genomic 32 sequence (k-mers) from whole genome sequence data matching a reference set of k-mers 33 unique to each HERV-K loci and applies mixture model-based clustering to account for low 34 depth sequence data. Our analysis of 1000 Genomes Project Data (KGP) reveals numerous 35 differences among the five KGP super-populations in the frequency of individual and co-36 occurring HERV-K proviruses; we provide a visualization tool to easily depict the prevalence of 37 any combination of HERV-K among KGP populations. Further, the genome burden of 38 polymorphic HERV-K is variable in humans, with East Asian (EAS) individuals having the fewest 39 integration sites. Our study identifies population-specific sequence variation for several proviruses. We expect these resources will advance research on HERV-K contributions to 41 human diseases.
Introduction

55
Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are derived from infectious retroviruses that integrated 56 into a host germ cell at some time in the evolutionary history of a species [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . ERVs in 57 humans (HERVs) comprise up to 8% of the genome and have contributed important functions 58 to their host [6] [7] [8] . The infection events that resulted in the contemporary profile of HERVs 59 occurred prior to emergence of modern humans so most HERVs are fixed in human populations 60 and those of closely related primates. However some HERVs retain the ability to replicate and 61 reintegrate into germline so that individuals differ in the number and genomic location 62 occupied by an ERV, a situation termed insertional polymorphism [9] [10] [11] . Among all families of 63 HERVs, HERV-K is the only one known to be insertionally polymorphic in humans. 
Results
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102
A model to estimate polymorphic HERV-K from whole genome sequence data.
103
The goal of this research was to develop a computationally efficient and easy to use tool 104 that could accurately report the status of all HERV-Ks with coding potential (provirus) from 99.5% when averaged across the entire KGP dataset (Table 1) . However, there were notable 154 differences in prevalence at each site among the five super-populations (AFR, EAS, AMR, EUR, 155 SAS). Of the 20, the prevalence of seven polymorphic HERV-Ks was greater than 90% and the 156 difference between populations with the lowest and highest prevalence was less than 6.5% 157 (Table 1 ). There was 100% occupancy for six of the seven high prevalence polymorphic HERV-Ks 158 (98.8% for the seventh), indicating that the rate of conversion to solo LTR is low for viruses at 159 these sites (S1 Table) . Two polymorphic HERV-Ks had an overall prevalence of less than 10% in 160 any population (Table 1) and we found no evidence of a solo LTR at these sites; both are found ( Fig 3A) . We also determine that the three polymorphic HERV-Ks found on chr19 co-occur only 210 from three AFR populations and in less than 2% of individuals (Fig 3B) . Ks (Fig 4B) . This indicates that we are losing information by reducing the data to three states 234 and that fixed HERV-K also contain signal for population of origin. An n/T = 1 indicates that we recovered all reads that map to the reference set T for a 243 specific HERV-K. If there is a HERV-K allele that has not been reported in any database but that 244 is common in a population, we expect n/T <1 because we require 100% match to reference set 245 T and k-mers covering allelic sites will not be included. We assessed the density distributions of 
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The HERV-K at chr1:155596457-155605636, which we report as fixed, is notable because the 249 reference allele (n/T=1) is only found in AFR (Fig 5A, S7 Fig) . that AFR individuals carry the reference allele at this site (n/T near 1, Fig 5A) and all other 
HERV-K proviruses
347
The 96 HERV-K proviruses previously reported [10, 11, 32, 46] individual with a polymorphic HERV-K that is absent in the human reference, hg19, will map to 371 the location of one of the closely related HERV-K that is present the human genome reference.
372
A file with the coordinates for all reported HERV-K insertions is used to extract mapped reads 373 from a genome sequence file (S1_Dataset:bed, which provides the coordinates for both hg19 374 and hg38 Statistical analysis of HERV-K frequencies across populations 434 We make statistical comparisons across 5 super-populations for the following three 
